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60 Generalization of the finite element concepts



assured. In generalp convergence is more rapid per degree of freedom introduced. We shall discuss both types further in Chapter 15.



Va riat ionaI I)rinci I)I es 3.7 What are ‘variational principles’? What are variational principles and how can they be useful in the approximation to continuum problems? It is to these questions that the following sections are addressed. First a definition: a ‘variational principle’ specifies a scalar quantity (functional) II, which is defined by an integral form (3.61) in which u is the unknown function and F and E are specified differential operators. The solution to the continuum problem is a function u which makes n staiionary with respect to arbitrary changes Su. Thus, for a solution to the continuum problem, the ‘variation’ is



SrI = 0



(3.62)



for any Su, which defines the condition of stationarity.12 If a ‘variational principle’ can be found, then means are immediately established for obtaining approximate solutions in the standard, integral form suitable for finite element analysis. Assuming a trial function expansion in the usual form [Eq. (3.3)]



1



we can insert this into Eq. (3.61) and write (3.63) This being true for any variations Sa yields a set of equations



(3.64)



from which parameters a, are found. The equations are of an integral form necessary for the finite element approximation as the original specification of II was given in terms of domain and boundary integrals. The process of finding stationarity with respect to trial function parameters a is an old one and is associated with the names of Rayleigh13 and Ritz.14 It has become
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extremely important in finite element analysis which, to many investigators, is typified as a ‘variational process’. If the functional II is ‘quadratic’, i.e., if the function u and its derivatives occur in powers not exceeding 2, then Eq. (3.64) reduces to a standard linear form similar to Eq. (3.8), i.e., drI da



-



Ka + f = 0



(3.65)



It is easy to show that the matrix K will now always be symmetric. To do this let us consider a linearization of the vector dII/da. This we can write as



in which K T is generally known as the tangent matrix, of significance in non-linear analysis, and Aaj are small incremental changes to a. Now it is easy to see that



a2n



T KTjj = -= KTjj



(3.67)



dai daj



Hence KT is symmetric. For a quadratic functional we have, from Eq. (3.65),



(E)



A - =KAa



or



K=KT



(3.68)



and hence symmetry must exist. The fact that symmetric matrices will arise whenever a variational principle exists is one of the most important merits of variational approaches for discretization. However, symmetric forms will frequently arise directly from the Galerkin process. In such cases we simply conclude that the variational principle exists but we shall not need to use it directly. How then do ‘variational principles’ arise and is it always possible to construct these for continuous problems? To answer the first part of the question we note that frequently the physical aspects of the problem can be stated directly in a variational principle form. Theorems such as minimization of total potential energy to achieve equilibrium in mechanical systems, least energy dissipation principles in viscous flow, etc., may be known to the reader and are considered by many as the basis of the formulation. We have already referred to the first of these in Sec. 2.4 of Chapter 2. Variational principles of this kind are ‘natural’ ones but unfortunately they do not exist for all continuum problems for which well-defined differential equations may be formulated. However, there is another category of variational principles which we may call ‘contrived’. Such contrived principles can always be constructed for any differentially specified problems either by extending the number of unknown functions u by additional variables known as Lagrange multipliers, or by procedures imposing a higher degree of continuity requirements such as least square problems. In subsequent
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sections we shall discuss, respectively, such ‘natural’ and ‘contrived’ variational principles. Before proceeding further it is worth noting that, in addition to symmetry occurring in equations derived by variational means, sometimes further motivation arises. When ‘natural’ variational principles exist the quantity II may be of specific interest itself. If this arises a variational approach possesses the merit of easy evaluation of this functional. The reader will observe that if the functional is ‘quadratic’ and yields Eq. (3.65), then we can write the approximate ‘functional’ II simply as



II = iaTKa + aTf



(3.69)



By simple differentiation



SII = 4 S(aT)Ka+ 4a’K Sa + SaTf As K is symmetric, SaTKa



aTKSa



Hence



SII = SaT(Ka+ f) = 0 which is true for all Sa and hence



Ka+f=O



3.8 ‘Natural’ variational principles and their relation to governing differential equations 3.8.1 Euler equations If we consider the definitions of Eqs (3.61) and (3.62) we observe that for stationarity we can write, after performing some differentiations,



SII =



GuTA(u)dR I s 7



+



Jr



SuTB(u)dF = 0



(3.70)



As the above has to be true for any variations Su, we must have



A(u) = 0



in R



B(u) = O



onr



and



(3.71)



If A corresponds precisely to the differential equations governing the problem and B to its boundary conditions, then the variational principle is a natural one. Equations (3.7 1) are known as the Euler differential equations corresponding to the variational principle requiring the stationarity of n. It is easy to show that for any variational principle a corresponding set of Euler equations can be established. The reverse is unfortunately not true, i.e., only certain forms of differential equations are Euler
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equations of a variational functional. In the next section we shall consider the conditions necessary for the existence of variational principles and give a prescription for the establishment of Il from a set of suitable linear differential equations. In this section we shall continue to assume that the form of the variational principle is known. To illustrate the process let us now consider a specific example. Suppose we specify the problem by requiring the stationarity of a functional



in which k and Q depend only on position and 64is defined such that 64= 0 on I?#, where r6and rqbound the domain R. We now perform the variation.12 This can be written following the rules of differentiation as



As



(3.74) we can integrate by parts (as in Sec. 3.3) and, noting that



64 = 0 on rB,obtain



This is of the form of Eq. (3.70) and we immediately observe that the Euler equations are



If 4 is prescribed so that 4 = 4 on I?, and 64= 0 on that boundary, then the problem is precisely the one we have already discussed in Sec. 3.2 and the functional (3.72) specifies the two-dimensional heat conduction problem in an alternative way. In this case we have ‘guessed’ the functional but the reader will observe that the variation operation could have been carried out for any functional specified and corresponding Euler equations could have been established. Let us continue the process to obtain an approximate solution of the linear heat conduction problem. Taking, as usual,



4 PZ 4=



Niai = Na



(3.76)
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we substitute this approximation into the expression for the functional II [Eq. (3.72)] and obtain



(3.77) On differentiation with respect to a typical parameter ai we have



and a system of equations for the solution of the problem is Ka+f=O



(3.79)



with



The reader will observe that the approximation equations are here identical with those obtained in Sec. 3.5 for the same problem using the Galerkin process. No special advantage accrues to the variational formulation here, and indeed we can predict now that Galerkin and variational procedures must give the same answer f o r cases where natural variational principles exist.



3.8.2 Relation of the Galerkin method to approximation via variational principles In the preceding example we have observed that the approximation obtained by the use of a natural variational principle and by the use of the Galerkin weighting process proved identical. That this is the case follows directly from Eq. (3.70), in which the variation was derived in terms of the original differential equations and the associated boundary conditions. If we consider the usual trial function expansion [Eq. (3.3)] uzu=Na



we can write the variation of this approximation as Su = NSa



(3.81)
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and inserting the above into (3.70) yields



6II = 6aT



IQ



.h



NTA(Na)dR + 6aT



NTB(Na)d r



=0



(3.82)



The above form, being true for all ha, requires that the expression under the integrals should be zero. The reader will immediately recognize this as simply the Galerkin form of the weighted residual statement discussed earlier [Eq. (3.25)], and identity is hereby proved. We need to underline, however, that this is only true if the Euler equations of the variational principle coincide with the governing equations of the original problem. The Galerkin process thus retains its greater range of applicability. At this stage another point must be made, however. If we consider a system of governing equations [Eq. (3.1)]



with u = Na, the Galerkin weighted residual equation becomes (disregarding the boundary conditions) NTA(U)dR = 0



(3.83)



This form is not unique as the system of equations A can be ordered in a number of ways. Only one such ordering will correspond precisely with the Euler equations of a variational principle (if this exists) and the reader can verify that for an equation system weighted in the Galerkin manner at best only one arrangement of the vector A results in a symmetric set of equations. As an example, consider, for instance, the one-dimensional heat conduction problem (Example 1, Sec. 3.3) redefined as an equation system with two unknowns, q5 being the temperature and q the heat flow. Disregarding at this stage the boundary conditions we can write these equations as A(u) =



{



dq q - ddx4 } = O



(3.84)



-dx+ Q or as a linear equation system, A(u)=Lu+b=O in which



Writing the trial function in which a different interpolation is used for each function u=xN,a,



Nj=



[$
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After integration by parts, this form yields a symmetric equationt system and



K ‘J. . - KJ.l .



(3.87)



If the order of equations were simply reversed, i.e., using



(3.88) application of the Galerkin process would now lead to non-symmetric equations quite different from those arising using the variational principle. The second type of Galerkin approximation would clearly be less desirable due to loss of symmetry in the final equations. It is easy to show that the first system corresponds precisely to the Euler equations of the variational functional deduced in the next section.



3.9 Establishment of natural variational principles for



linear, self-adjoint differential equations 3.9.1 General theorems General rules for deriving natural variational principles from non-linear differential equations are complicated and even the tests necessary to establish the existence of such variational principles are not simple. Much mathematical work has been done, however, in this context by Vainberg,” Tonti,16 Oden,17 and others. For linear differential equations the situation is much simpler and a thorough study is available in the works of Mikhlin,’8”9 and in this section a brief presentation of such rules is given. We shall consider here only the establishment of variational principles for a linear system of equations with forced boundary conditions, implying only variation of functions which yield Su = 0 on their boundaries. The extension to include natural boundary conditions is simple and will be omitted. Writing a linear system of differential equations as A(u) E L u + b = O



J N,‘



2 1 dx e -



N,’ dx



+ boundary terms



(3.89)
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in which L is a linear differential operator it can be shown that natural variational principles require that the operator L be such that



la



wT(Ly)dR



=



Ja



yT(Lw) dR + b.t.



(3.90)



for any two function sets w and y. In the above, ‘b.t.’ stands for boundary terms which we disregard in the present context. The property required in the above operator is called that of self-adjointness or symmetry. If the operator L is self-adjoint, the variational principle can be written immediately as



+ b.t.



[;uTLu + uTb]dR



II =



(3.91)



/R



To prove the veracity of the last statement a variation needs to be considered. We thus write



+



[$SuTLu+ +uTS(Lu) SuTb]dR



+ b.t.



(3.92)



Noting that for any linear operator S(LU)



(3.93)



LSU



and that u and Su can be treated as any two independent functions, by identity (3.90) we can write Eq. (3.92) as



6II



+



GuT[Lu b] dR



=



+ b.t.



(3.94)



SO



We observe immediately that the term in the brackets, i.e. the Euler equation of the functional, is identical with the original equation postulated, and therefore the variational principle is verified. The above gives a very simple test and a prescription for the establishment of natural variational principles for differential equations of the problem. Consider, for instance, two examples. Example 1. This is a problem governed by the differential equation similar to the heat conduction equation, e.g.,



+ +Q =0



(3.95)



02+ C+



with c and Q being dependent on position only. The above can be written in the general form of Eq. (3.89), with (3.96) Verifying that self-adjointness applies (which we leave to the reader as an exercise), we immediately have a variational principle



I I = / R [ 2A



+ ( 8x2 % + ~ ay +c+



> I



+ Q + dxdy



(3.97)
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with q5 satisfying the forced boundary condition, i.e., 4 = parts of the first two terms results in



n=



aq5 1[7 (za4 ) 2+ 2 (5)’ 1



-



1



4 on r4.Integration by



1



- ;qb2 - Qq5



dxdy



(3.98)



on noting that boundary terms with prescribed 4 do not alter the principle. Example 2. This problem concerns the equation system discussed in the previous section [Eqs (3.84) and (3.85)]. Again self-adjointness of the operator can be tested, and found to be satisfied. We now write the functional as



(3.99) The verification of the correctness of the above, by executing a variation, is left to the reader. These two examples illustrate the simplicity of application of the general expressions. The reader will observe that self-adjointness of the operator will generally exist if even orders of differentiation are present. For odd orders self-adjointness is only possible if the operator is a ‘skew’-symmetric matrix such as occurs in the second example.



3.9.2 Adjustment for self-adjointness On occasion a linear operator which is not self-adjoint can be adjusted so that selfadjointness is achieved without altering the basic equation. Consider, for instance, the problem governed by the following differential equation of a standard linear form: (3.100) In this equation a and 0are functions of x. It is easy to see that the operator L is now a scalar: d2 dx2



d dx



L=-+a--+P



(3.101)



and is not self-adjoint. Let p be some, as yet undetermined, function of x. We shall show that it is possible to convert Eq. (3.100) to a self-adjoint form by multiplying it by this function. The new operator becomes L =pL



(3.102)
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To test for symmetry with any two functions $ and y we write (3.103) On integration of the first term, by parts, we have (b.t. denoting boundary terms)



jn dx+b.t.



(3.104)



Symmetry (and therefore self-adjointness) is now achieved in the first and last terms. The middle term will only be symmetric if it disappears, i.e., if



dPo pa--= dx



(3.105)



or (3.106) By using this value of p the operator is made self-adjoint and a variational principle for the problem of Eq. (3.100) is easily found. A procedure of this kind has been used by Guymon et ~ 1 . ~to’ derive variational principles for a convective diffusion equation which is not self-adjoint. (We have noted such lack of symmetry in the equation in Example 2, Sec. 3.3.) A similar method for creating variational functionals can be extended to the special case of non-linearity of Eq. (3.89) when b = b(u,x,. . .)



(3.107)



If Eq. (3.92) is inspected we note that we could write 6(uTb) = 6(g)



(3.108)



if g=



J’



b du



This integration is often quite easy to accomplish.



3.10 Maximum, minimum, or a saddle point? In discussing variational principles so far we have assumed simply that at the solution point 6II = 0, that is the functional is stationary. It is often desirable to know whether II is at a maximum, minimum, or simply at a ‘saddle point’. If a maximum or a minimum is involved, then the approximation will always be ‘bounded’, i.e., will provide approximate values of II which are either smaller or larger than the correct 0nes.t This in itself may be of practical significance. t Provided all integrals are exactly evaluated.
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-Fig. 3.7 Maximum, minimum, and a 'saddle' point for a functional II of one variable.



When, in elementary calculus, we consider a stationary point of a function II of one variable a, we investigate the rate of change of dIT with da and write 2



(3.109)



The sign of the second derivative determines whether IT is a minimum, maximum, or simply stationary (saddle point), as shown in Fig. 3.7. By analogy in the calculus of variations we shall consider changes of SII. Noting the general form of this quantity given by Eq. (3.63) and the notion of the second derivative of Eq. (3.66) we can write, in terms of discrete parameters,



S(Srr)



S



-



T(F)



Sa = Sa S - = SaTKT6a



(3.1 10)



If, in the above, S(SII) is always negative then II is obviously reaching a maximum, if it is always positive then II is a minimum, but if the sign is indeterminate this shows only the existence of a saddle point. As Sa is an arbitrary vector this statement is equivalent to requiring the matrix KT to be negative definite for a maximum or positive definite for a minimum. The form of the matrix KT (or in linear problems of K which is identical to it) is thus of great importance in variational problems.



3.1 1 Constrained variational principles. Lagrange multipliers and adjoint functions 3.1 1.ILagrange multipliers Consider the problem of making a functional I'I stationary, subject to the unknown u obeying some set of additional differential relationships C(u) = O inR (3.111)
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We can introduce this constraint by forming another functional



n(u, 1) = n(u)



+



In



1'C(u) dR



(3.1 12)



in which 1is some set of functions of the independent coordinates in the domain R known as Lugrunge multipliers. The variation of the new functional is now



6n = 6II +



Jn



hTSC(u)dR +



In



ShTC(u)dR



(3.113)



and this is zero providing C(u) = 0 and, simultaneously,



srr = 0



(3.1 14)



In a similar way, constraints can be introduced at some points or over boundaries of the domain. For instance, if we require that u obey



E(u) = O



onl-



(3.115)



we would add to the original functional the term (3.116) with 1 now being an unknown function defined only on r. Alternatively, if the constraint C is applicable only at one or more points of the system, then the simple addition of LTC(u) at these points to the general functional II will introduce a discrete number of constraints. It appears, therefore, possible to always introduce additional functions I and modify a functional to include any prescribed constraints. In the 'discretization' process we shall now have to use trial functions to describe both u and 1. Writing, for instance,



we shall obtain a set of equations (3.1 18)



from which both the sets of parameters a and b can be obtained. It is somewhat paradoxical that the 'constrained' problem has resulted in a larger number of unknown parameters than the original one and, indeed, has complicated the solution. We shall, nevertheless, find practical use for Lagrange multipliers in formulating some physical variational principles, and will make use of these in a more general context in Chapters 11 and 12. Example. The point about increasing the number of parameters to introduce a constraint may perhaps be best illustrated in a simple algebraic situation in which we require a stationary value of a quadratic function of two variables ul and u2:



II = 2ul2 - 2 u l q + a;



+ 18ul + 6 4



(3.119)
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subject to a constraint (3.120)



q-a2=O



The obvious way to proceed would be to insert directly the equality ‘constraint’ and obtain



n = a12 + 24al



(3.121)



and write, for stationarity,



an



-=O



=2 ~+ 12 4 =a2 = -12 (3.122) 84 Introducing a Lagrange multiplier X we can alternatively find the stationarity of



+ l8al + 6 ~ +2 X ( U ~



= 2al2 - 2 ~ 1 + ~ a2i



-



~ 2 )



(3.123)



and write three simultaneous equations (3.124) The solution of the above system again yields the correct answer X=6 =az=-12 but at considerably more effort. Unfortunately, in most continuum problems direct elimination of constraints cannot be so simply accomp1ished.t Before proceeding further it is of interest to investigate the form of equations resulting from the modified functional II of Eq. (3.112). If the original functional Il gave as its Euler equations a system A(u) = 0 (3.125) then we have SrjI =



I



SU~A(U dR)



+



SQ



6hTC(u)dR



+ jQ LT6CdR



(3.126)



Substituting the trial functions (3.117) we can write for a linear set of constraints



C(u)



= L,u



+c,



S n = SaT



NTA(U)dR



+ SbT SO NT(L1u+ C,) dR



(3.127)



+ SaTJ‘R ( L I N ) T i d R= 0 As this has to be true for all variations Sa and Sb, we have a system of equations



.I



NTA(U)dR +



I*



In



(LIN)TidR = 0



+



NT(L~U C , ) dR



(3.128) =0



t In the finite element context, Szabo and Kassos” use such direct elimination; however, this involves considerable algebraic manipulation.
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For linear equations A, the first term of the first equation is precisely the ordinary, unconstrained, variational approximation Kaaa



+ fo



(3.129)



and inserting again the trial functions (3.117) we can write the approximated Eq. (3.128) as a linear system: (3.130) with (3.13 1) Clearly the system of equations is symmetric but now possesses zeros on the diagonal, and therefore the variational principle II is merely stationary. Further, computational difficulties may be encountered unless the solution process allows for zero diagonal terms.



3.11.2 Identification of Lagrange multipliers. Forced boundary conditions and modified variational principles Although the Lagrange multipliers were introduced as a mathematical fiction necessary for the enforcement of certain external constraints required to satisfy the original variational principle, we shall find that in most physical situations they can be identified with certain physical quantities of importance to the original mathematical model. Such an identification will follow immediately from the definition of the variational principle established in Eq. (3.112) and through the second of the Euler equations corresponding to it. The variation written in Eq. (3.1 13), supplies through its third term the constraint equation. The first two terms can always be rewritten as



an,



jQkTSC(u) dR + IQSuTA(u)dR + b.t.



=0



(3.132)



This supplies the identification of 1. In the literature of variational calculation such identification arises frequently and the reader is referred to the excellent text by Washizu22 for numerous examples.



Example. Here we shall introduce this identification by means of the example considered in Sec. 3.8.1. As we have noted, the variational principle of Eq. (3.72) established the governing equation and the natural boundary conditions of the heat conduction problem providing the forced boundary condition



C(4) = q5 was satisfied on



4= 0



rdin the choice of the trial function for 4.



(3.133)
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The above forced boundary condition can, however, be considered as a constraint on the original problem. We can write the constrained variational principle as (3.134) where II is given by Eq. (3.72). Performing the variation we have (3.135) 6II is now given by the expression (3.75a) augmented by an integral (3.136) which was previously disregarded (as we had assumed that 64 = 0 on I?$). In addition to the conditions of Eq. (3.75b), we now require that (3.137) which must be true for all variations SA and 64. The first simply reiterates the constraint



4-4=0



onr4



(3.138)



The second defines X as (3.139) Noting that k(d4ldn) is equal to the flux qn on the boundary F4, the physical identification of the multiplier has been achieved. The identification of the Lagrange variable leads to the possible establishment of a modified variational principal in which X is replaced by the identification. We could thus write a new principle for the above example: (3.140) in which once again II is given by the expression (3.72) but 4 is not constrained to satisfy any boundary conditions. Use of such modified variational principles can be made to restore interelement continuity and appears to have been first introduced for that purpose by Kikuchi and and^.^^ In general these present interesting new procedures for establishing useful variational principles. A further extension of such principles has been made use of by Chen and Mei24and Zienkiewicz et al.25 Washizu22 discusses many such applications in the context of structural mechanics. The reader can verify that the variational principle expressed in Eq. (3.140) leads to automatic satisfaction of all the necessary boundary conditions in the example considered. The use of modified variational principles restores the problem to the original number of unknown functions or parameters and is often computationally advantageous.
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3.1 1.3 A general variational principle: adjoint functions and operators The Lagrange multiplier method leads to an obvious procedure of ‘creating’ a variational principle for any set of equations even if the operators are not self-adjoint: A(u) = 0



(3.141)



Treating all the above equations as a set of constraints we can obtain such a general variational functional simply by putting II = 0 in Eq. (3.112) and writing



n=



1



hTA(u)dR



(3.142)



R



now requiring stationarity for all variations of 61 and Su. The new variational principle has, however, been introduced at the expense of doubling the number of variables in the discretized situation. Treating the case of linear equations only, Le., A(u) = L u + g = O



(3.143)



and discretizing we note, going through the steps involved in Eqs (3.126) to (3.130), that the final system of equations now takes the form (3.144) with NTLNdR



K;fb =



f



=



SQ



(3.145)



NTgdR



The equations are completely decoupled and the second set can be solved independently for all the parameters a describing the unknowns in which we were originally interested without consideration of the parameters b. It will be observed that this second set of equations is identical with an, apparently arbitrary, weighted residual process. We have thus completed the full circle and obtained the weighted residual forms of Sec. 3.3 from a general variational principle. The function 1 which appears in the variational principle of Eq. (3.142) is known as the adjoint function to u. By performing a variation on Eq. (3.142) it is easy to show that the Euler equations of the principle are such that A(u) = 0



(3.146)



A*(u) = 0



(3.147)



and where the operator A* is such that



SQ



hTS(Au)dR



=



/



SuTA*(h)dR R



(3.148)
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The operator A* is known as the adjoint operator and will exist only in linear problems (see Appendix H). For the full significance of the adjoint operator the reader is advised to consult mathematical texts.26



3.12 Constrained variational principles. Penalty functions and the least square method 3.12.1 Penalty functions In the previous section we have seen how the process of introducing Lagrange multipliers allows constrained variational principles to be obtained at the expense of increasing the total number of unknowns. Further, we have shown that even in linear problems the algebraic equations which have to be solved are now complicated by having zero diagonal terms. In this section we shall consider an alternative procedure of introducing constraints which does not possess these drawbacks. Considering once again the problem of obtaining stationarity of II with a set of constraint equations C(u) = 0 in domain R, we note that the product



CTC = c:



+ c; + . . .



(3.149)



where



cT = [C,, c,, . . .] must always be a quantity which is positive or zero. Clearly, the latter value is found when the constraints are satisfied and clearly the variation



S(CTC) = 0



(3.150)



as the product reaches that minimum. We can now immediately write a new functional



fi = II + Q



sn



(3.151)



CT(u)C(u)dR



in which Q is a ‘penalty number’ and then require the stationarity for the constrained solution. If II is itself a minimum of the solution then Q should be a positive number. The solution obtained by the stationarity of the functional will satisfy the constraints only approximately. The larger the value of a the better will be the constraints achieved. Further, it seems obvious that the process is best suited to cases where II is a minimum (or maximum) principle, but success can be obtained even with purely saddle point problems. The process is equally applicable to constrants applied on boundaries or simple discrete constraints. In this latter case integration is dropped.



n



Example. To clarify ideas let us once again consider the algebraic problem of Sec. 3.11, in which the stationarity of a functional given by Eq. (3.1 19) was sought subject to a constraint. With the penalty function approach we now seek the
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6 -12.00 -12.43



2 - 12.00 -13.00



1 -12.00 a7 = -13.50 0, =



10 -12.00 -12.78



100 -12.00 -12.03



minimum of a functional



l? = 2al2



-



+ + 18al + 6a2 + &(al- a2)2



2ala2 ai



(3.152)



with respect to the variation of both parameters aland a2. Writing the two simultaneous equations (3.153) we find that as a is increased we approach the correct solution. In Table 3.1 the results are set out demonstrating the convergence. The reader will observe that in a problem formulated in the above manner the constraint introduces no additional unknown parameters - but neither does it decrease their original number. The process will always result in strongly positive definite matrices if the original variational principle is one of a minimum. In practical applications the method of penalty functions has proved to be quite effe~tive,~’ and indeed is often introduced intuitively. One such ‘intuitive’ application was already made when we enforced the value of boundary parameters in the manner indicated in Chapter 1, Sec. 1.4. In the example presented here (and frequently practised in the real assembly of discretized finite element equations), the forced boundary conditions are not introduced a priori and the problem gives, on assembly, a singular system of equations



Ka+f=O



(3.154)



which can be obtained from a functional (providing K is symmetric)



rI = $aTKa + aTf



(3.155)



Introducing a prescribed value of a l , i.e., writing a1 - a1 = 0



(3.156)



l? = rI + a(a1 - a1)2



(3.157)



the functional can be modified to



yielding -



K11



-



= KI1



+ 2a fi =f1



- 2aal



(3.158)



and giving no change in any of the other matrix coefficients. This is precisely the procedure adopted in Chapter 1 (page 10) for modifying the equations, to introduce prescribed values of al ( 2 0 here replacing a, the ‘large number’ of Sec. 1.4). Many applications of such a ‘discrete’ kind are discussed by Campbell.28
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It is easy to show in another ~ o n t e x t that ~ ~ ’the ~ ~use of a high Poisson’s ratio (v + 0.5) for the study of incompressible solids or fluids is in fact equivalent to the



introduction of a penalty term to suppress any compressibility allowed by an arbitrary displacement variation. The use of the penalty function in the finite element context presents certain difficulties. Firstly, the constrained functional of Eq. (3.151) leads to equations of the form



(K1



+ cyK2)a + f = 0



(3.159)



where K1 derives from the original functions and K2 from the constraints. As increases the above equation degenerates:



K2a = -f/a



cy



+0



and a = 0 unless the matrix K2 is singular. The phenomenon where a + 0 is known as locking and has often been encountered by researchers who failed to recognize its source. This singularity in the equations does not always arise and we shall discuss means of its introduction in Chapters 11 and 12. Secondly, with large but finite values of CY numerical difficulties will be encountered. Noting that discretization errors can be of comparable magnitude to those due to not satisfying the constraint, we can make a = constant (l/h)“



ensuring a limiting convergence to the correct answer. F ~ - i e d ~ ”discusses ~’ this problem in detail. A more general discussion of the whole topic is given in reference 32 and in Chapter 12 where the relationship between Lagrange constraints and penalty forms is made clear.



3.12.2 Least square approximations In Sec. 3.1 1.3 we have shown how a constrained variational principle procedure could be used to construct a general variational principle if the constraints become simply the governing equations of the problem (3.160)



C(U)= A(u)



Obviously the same procedure can be used in the context of the penalty function approach by setting II = 0 in Eq. (3.151). We can thus write a ‘variational principle’ (A:



+ A i +. . .) dfl =



1



n AT(u)A(u)dR



(3.161)



for any set of differential equations. In the above equation the boundary conditions are assumed to be satisfied by u (forced boundary condition) and the parameter cy is dropped as it becomes a multiplier. Clearly, the above statement is a requirement that the sum of the squares of the residuals of the differential equations should be a minimum at the correct solution.
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This minimum is obviously zero at that point, and the process is simply the wellknown least square method of approximation. It is equally obvious that we could obtain the correct solution by minimizing any functional of the form (3.162)



(pIA:+p2A;+...)dR=



in whichp,, p2, . . . , etc., are positive valued weighting functions or constants and p is a diagonal matrix:



-



P1 P2



P=



(3.163)



P3 -0



01



The above alternative form is sometimes convenient as it puts different importance on the satisfaction of individual components of the equation and allows additional freedom in the choice of the approximate solution. Once again this weighting function could be chosen so as to ensure a constant ratio of terms contributed by various elements, although this has not yet been put into practice. Least square methods of the kind shown above are a very powerful alternative procedure for obtaining integral forms from which an approximate solution can be started, and have been used with considerable S U C C ~ SAs S .the ~ ~least , ~ ~square variational principles can be written for any set of differential equations without introducing additional variables, we may well enquire what is the difference between these and the natural variational principles discussed previously. On performing a variation in a specific case the reader will find that the Euler equations which are obtained no longer give the original differential equations but give higher order derivatives of these. This introduces the possibility of spurious solutions if incorrect boundary conditions are used. Further, higher order continuity of trial function is now generally needed. This may be a serious drawback but frequently can be by-passed by stating the original problem as a set of lower order equations. We shall now consider the general form of discretized equations resulting from the least square approximation for linear equation sets (again neglecting boundary conditions which are enforced). Thus, if we take A(u) = Lu



+b



(3.164)



and take the usual trial function approximation u=Na



(3.165)



we can write, substituting into (3.162),



fi = and obtain



sn



+



[(LN)a b]'p[(LN)a



+



SaT(LN)=p[(LN)a b] dR



+



+ b] dR



+



[(LN)a bITp(LN)SadR = 0



(3.166)



(3.167)
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or, as p is symmetric,



& =26aT{



[



/o(LN)Tp(LN)do] a



+



1



R (LN)'pbdn)



=0



(3.168)



This immediately yields the approximation equation in the usual form: Ka+f=O



(3.169)



and the reader can observe that the matrix K is symmetric and positive definite. To illustrate an actual example, consider the problem governed by Eq. (3.95) for which we have already obtained a natural variational principle [Eq. (3.98)] in which only first derivatives were involved requiring Co continuity for u. Now, if we use the operator L and term b defined by Eq. (3.96), we have a set of approximating equations with



K . -= "



so



+



+



( V 2 N i cNi)(V2N, c N j ) dxdy



(3.170)



h = / (V2Ni+cNi)Qdxdy R



The reader will observe that now C, continuity is needed for the trial functions N. An alternative avoiding this difficulty is to write Eq. (3.95) as a first-order system. This can be written as



(3.171)



or, introducing the vector u, (3.172) as the unknown we can write the standard linear form (3.164) as



Lu+b=O where



L=



d ay



c,



-



d dx'



-



ddX '



-1,



0



0,



-1



r



d



-



-8Y'



b={



!}



(3.173)



_1



The reader can now perform the substitution into Eq. (3.168) to obtain the approximation equations in a form requiring only Co continuity - introduced,
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however, at the expense of additional variables. Use of such forms has been made extensively in the finite element ont text.^^'^^



3.12.3 Galerkin least squares, stabilization It is interesting to note that the concept of penalty formulation introduced earlier in this section was anticipated as early as 1943 by Courant35in a somewhat different manner. He used the original variational principle augmented by the differential equations of the problem employed as least square constraints. In this manner he claimed, though never proved, that the convergence rate could be accelerated. The suggestion put forward by Courant has been used effectively by others though in a somewhat different manner. Noting that the Galerkin process is, for self-adjoint equations, equivalent to that of minimizing a functional, the least square formulation using the original equation is simply added to the Galerkin form. Here it allows non-self adjoint operators to be used, for instance, and this feature has been exploited with success. Consider, for instance, the problem which we have discussed in Section 3.9.2 [viz. Eq. (3.100)] with p = 0. This equation, as we have already pointed out, is non-self adjoint but Galerkin methods have been successfully used in its solution providing the convection term ( adq5ldx) remains relatively small compared to the second derivative term (the diffusion term). However, it is found that as the convection term increases the solution becomes highly oscillatory. We shall discuss the stabilization of such problems in a general manner exhaustively in Volume 3 as such problems are frequently encountered in fluid mechanics. But here it is easy to consider the problem in a preliminary manner. Suppose in a Galerkin form given by (3.174) we add a multiple of the minimization of the least square of the total equation. The result is



(3.175) and we see immediately that an additional diffusive term has been added which depends on the parameter r , though at the expense of having higher derivatives appearing in the integrals. If only linear elements are used and the discontinuities ignored at element interfaces, the process of adding the diffusive terms can stabilize the oscillations which would otherwise occur. The idea appears to have first been used by Hughes36.This process in the view of the authors is somewhat unorthodox as discontinuity of derivatives is ignored, and alternatives to this will be discussed at length in Chapter two of Volume 3.
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It interesting to note also that another application of the same Galerkin least square process can be made to the mixed formulation with two variables u and p for incompressible problems. We shall discuss such problems in Chapter 12 of this volume and show how this process can be made applicable there. Finally, it is of interest to note that the simple procedure introduced by Courant can also be effective in the prevention of locking of other problems. The treatment for beams has been studied by Freund and Salonen4' and it appears that quite an effective process can be reached.



3.13 Concluding remarks boundary methods



- finite difference and



This very extensive chapter presents the general possibilities of using the finite element process in almost any mathematical or mathematically modelled physical problem. The essential approximation processes have been given in as simple a form as possible, at the same time presenting a fully comprehensive picture which should allow the reader to understand much of the literature and indeed to experiment with new permutations. In the chapters that follow we shall apply to various physical problems a limited selection of the methods to which allusion has been made. In some we shall show, however, that certain extensions of the process are possible (Chapters 12 and 16) and in another (Chapter 10) how a violation of some of the rules here expounded can be accepted. The numerous approximation procedures discussed fall into several categories. To remind the reader of these, we present in Table 3.2 a comprehensive catalogue of the methods used here and in Chapter 2. The only aspect of the finite element process mentioned in that table that has not been discussed here is that of a direct physical method. In such models an 'atomic' rather than continuum concept is the starting point. While much interest exists in the possibilities offered by such models, their discussion is outside the scope of this book. In all the continuum processes discussed the first step is always the choice of suitable shape or trial functions. A few simple forms of such functions have been introduced as the need demanded and many new forms will be introduced in subsequent chapters. Indeed, the reader who has mastered the essence of the present chapter will have little difficulty in applying the finite element method to any suitably defined physical problem. For further reading references 41-45 could be consulted. The methods listed do not include specifically two well-known techniques, i.e.,finite difference methods and boundary solution methods (sometimes known as boundary elements). In the general sense these belong under the category of the generalized jinite element method discussed here.41 1. Boundary solution methods choose the trial functions such that the governing equation is automatically satisfied in the domain s2.Thus starting from the general approximation equation (3.25), we note that only boundary terms are retained. We shall return to such approximations in Chapter 13. 2. Finite difference procedures can be interpreted as an approximation based on local, discontinuous, shape functions with collocation weighting applied (although
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1



1



Integral forms of continuum problems trial functions



Direct physical model



Variational principles



Weighted integrals of partial differential equation governing (weak formulations)



Global physical statements (e.g. virtual work)



I I I I



Meaningful physical principles I



I



I I I



1



,



Miscellaneous weight functions



Constrained langragian forms Adjoint functions



Penalty function forms



I-Least square forms



I



-



Collocation (point or subdomain)



1



I I



Galerkin = N,)



w,



I I I



I



usually the derivation of the approximation algorithm is based on a Taylor expansion). As Galerkin or variational approaches give, in the energy sense, the best approximation, this method has only the merit of computational simplicity and occasionally a loss of accuracy.



To illustrate this process we discuss an approximation carried out for the onedimensional equation (3.27) (viz. p. 47). Here we represent a localized approximation through equally spaced nodal point values by



(3.176)



where h = xi+ - xi(shown in Fig. 3.8). It is clear that adjacent parabolic approximations in this case are discontinuous between the nodes. Values of the function and its
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Fig. 3.8. A local, discontinuous shape function by parabolic segments used to obtain a finite difference approximation.



first two derivatives at a typical node i are given by @ ( x i )= 4i



1' 2 lx=xt ax



x=x,



1 = z(di+I



=



-4i-l)



(3.177)



I



9 ( 4 i + l -24i+4i-l)



If we insert these into the governing equation at node i, we note immediately that the approximating equation at the node becomes 1



9 (4i- 1



-



24i + 4i+ 1 )



+ Qi



=0



(3.178)



This is identical (within a multiple of h) to the assembled finite element equations (which we did not do explicitly) for the approximation with linear elements discussed in Eq. (3.35). This is indeed one of the cases in which the approximation is identical rather than different. In Chapter 16 we shall be discussing such finite difference and point approximations in more detail. However, the reader will note the present exercise is simply given to underline the similarity of finite element and finite difference processes. Many textbooks deal exclusively with these types of approximations. References 46-50 discuss finite difference approximation and references 5 1-54 relate to boundary methods.
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